Technical Specs


Its main advantage allows up to 20 reuses (when reasonable care in use and handling is taken).



Overlaid with brown film of 125 grs/ m2.



Its is recommended for use in concrete that need futher treatment as painted, or coated etc.



High strength and light weight.



65% phenolic resin.

Technical Proposal For Its Use


Tulsa Standard Film panels are edge sealed during manufacturing. If you have to cut boards
during the use, it is recommended to re-seal the fresh edges to avoid panel damage caused by
capillary penetration of humidity.



Always use the correct recommended chemical reactive releases for non-porous surfaces to
ensure proper form removal.



Although cleaning a Tulsa overlaid panel is much easier and quicker than traditional form
material, it is important to only use fiber spatulas and synthetic materials when cleaning forms
to prevent damages to the faces, which might occur with metallic tools. Always store the
panels inside a warehouse, protected from weather conditions.



Although Tulsa Standard Film panels are very resistant to the abrasion and impact, care must
be taken during cleaning and use to prevent damage. Always use the appropriate vibrators and
techniques to protect the panel surface.
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DIMENSIONS

Width 1,220 m = 4’

Length 2,440 m = 8’




Width 1,250 m = 4 3/32 ’
Length 2,500 m = 8 13/64 ’

HUMIDITY
During manufacturing, panel humidity is controlled and stabilized between 8% to 12%.
QUALITY CERTIFICATION
Tulsa Standard Panels are certified by the American company TPI and fulfill the standards set in American PS 1-09.
The controls of the board production process of Tulsa Standard Film are certificated under the standards of the European
Community ENE 13986:2004 .
ADHESIVES
Tulsa Standard Panels are produced using phenolic resins with low polluting emission in accordance to European E-1 norm.
FSC
Tulsa boards are certified for Chain of Custody FSC Mix, registration code SA - COC - 002117. This certification must be
requested at the time of quotation.

TPI PS 1-09 Norm.

Source (2): Data are touchstones of American Standard of group 1.

